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ADULT QUESTIONNAIRE
SCARC scarchive

ASK ALL SINGLE CODE

INTERVIEWER NOTE: Archives are collections of documents that have been created by families,
individuals, businesses or organisations and have been specially chosen to keep permanently. They
can be written papers such as letters or diaries, maps, photographs or film or sound recordings.
Archives are historical documents but do not have to be very old. Places that keep archives are
usually called a record office or archive centre.

Registering a birth, death or marriage happens at a registry office, not at an archive centre/ record
office.

In the last 12 months have you been to an archive centre or records office?

1. Yes 2. No -1. Don’t know

NOREF

ARCWKAC archivea to archivef

ASK IF SCARC = 1 MULTICODE INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN CODE ALL THAT APPLY

In the last 12 months, have you been to an archive centre or records office …?

1. In your own-time 2. For paid work 3. For academic study 4. As part of voluntary work 5. For some
other reason -1. Don’t know (EXCLUSIVE)

NOREF

ARCNON arcfreq

ASK IF SCARC = 1 AND (ARCWKAC = 1 OR ARCWKAC = 4) SINGLE CODE INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
SHOW INFORMATION SCREEN IF NECESSARY

How often in the last 12 months have you been to an archive or record office ^[+FROM ARCWKAC+in
your own time] [or] [+FROM ARCWKAC+as part of voluntary work]?

Please don’t include paid work, school or academic activities.

1. At least once a week
2. Less often than once a week but at least once a month
3. Less often than once a month but at least 3 or 4 times a year
4. Twice in the last 12 months
5. Once in the last 12 months
-1. Don’t know

NOREF

ARCWHY arcwhy1 to arcwhy95

ASK IF SCARC = 1 AND (ARCWKAC = 1 OR ARCWKAC = 4) MULTICODE INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN
CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Why did you visit an archive or record office ^[+FROM ARCWKAC+in your own time] [or] ^[+FROM
ARCWKAC+as part of voluntary work]?

NOTE: REGISTERING A BIRTH, DEATH OR MARRIAGE HAPPENS AT A REGISTRY OFFICE, NOT AT AN
ARCHIVE CENTRE/ RECORD OFFICE.

1. Research family history 2. Research local history 3. Other types of research 4. To look at original
historic documents 5. To look at collections of objects 6. To listen to sound recordings or watch
videos 7. To attend an event or talk 8. Some other reason (please specify) -1. Don’t know
(EXCLUSIVE)

ARCSAT_INF

ASK IF SCARC = 1 AND ARCWKAC =1 OR ARCWKAC=4

You said you had been to an archive centre or record office. I would like to ask you some more detail
about the last time you went there ^[+ ARCWKAC +in your own time] ^[or] ^[+ARCWKAC+as part of
voluntary work]?

ARCSAT arcsat

ASK IF SCARC = 1 AND ARCWKAC =1 OR 4 SINGLE CODE INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

How satisfied were you with the service provided?

1. Very satisfied 2. Fairly satisfied 3. Neither satisfied nor dissatisfied 4. Slightly dissatisfied 5. Very
dissatisfied -1. Don’t know

NOREF

NTSEC net1 to net7

ASK ALL MULTICODE INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN CODE ALL THAT APPLY

May I ask, in the last 12 months, have you looked at a website or used an app related to any of the
following?
1. Museums or galleries 2. Libraries 3. History or heritage 4. Arts (e.g music, theatre, dance, visual
arts or literature) 5. Archive/record offices 6. Sport (e.g. local sports clubs or facilities, sports
development charities) 7. None of these (EXCLUSIVE)
INTARC intarc1 to intarc7

ASK IF INTSEC = 5 MULTICODE INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN CODE ALL THAT APPLY

You said that you had used an archive / records office related website or app. What did you use this
for?

1. Complete a transaction (eg. order copies of documents, make an appointment to view specific
documents) 2. View digitised documents online 3. Search a catalogue 4. Find out about the archive
(eg. opening hours) 5. Some other reason (PLEASE SPECIFY ALLOW 4,000 CHARACTERS) -1. Don’t
know (EXCLUSIVE)

NOREF

VOLSEC volsec1 to volsec7

ASK IF VOLTY = 1-16 MULTICODE INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN CODE ALL THAT APPLY

Was any of this voluntary work connected to any of the following areas?

1. Arts 2. Museum or gallery 3. Heritage 4. Libraries 5. Archives 6. Sport 7. Dummy code 8. None of
these (EXCLUSIVE)

NODK / NOREF
LOOP

CHILD QUESTIONAIRE
CSCRWAV c11archiveact

ASK ALL SINGLE CODE [NATCEN ^PINK] SHOWCARD C2 IF NECESSARY: SHOW THE LIFE EVENTS
CALENDAR TO HELP WITH TIME FRAME

Since ^[DATE: mm 12 months ago] last year, have you visited an archive? By this we mean visiting
an archive to do activities like the ones on this card.

1. Yes - During school lessons 2. Yes - During spare time 3. Yes – both during school lessons and
during spare time 4. No – not done this activity in the last 12 months -1. Don’t know -2. Refused

CSCRAVFS c11cscravfs

ASK IF CSCRWAV = 1 OR 3 SINGLE CODE INTERVIEWER: SHOW SCREEN

How often since ^[DATE: mm 12 months ago] last year have you visited an archive during school
lessons?

1. At least once a week 2. At least once a month 3. At least 3-4 times a year 4. 1-2 times a year -1.
Don’t know -2. Refused

CSCRNAVS c11cscrnavs

ASK IF CSCRWAV = 1 OR 3 SINGLE CODE

Have you visited an archive during school lessons in the last 7 days, that is since ^[DATE: dd 7 days
before interview] last week?

1. Yes 2. No -1. Don’t know -2. Refused

CSCRAVFF c11cscravff

ASK IF CSCRWAV = 2 OR 3
How often since ^[DATE: mm 12 months ago] last year have you visited an archive during your spare
time? 1. At least once a week 2. At least once a month 3. At least 3-4 times a year 4. 1-2 times a
year -1. Don’t know -2. Refused

CSCRAVF7 c11cscravf7

ASK IF CSCRWNAV = 2 OR 3 SINGLE CODE

Have you visited an archive during your spare time in the last 7 days, that is since ^[DATE: dd 7 days
before interview] last week?

1. Yes 2. No -1. Don’t know -2. Refused

